
“C.I. Puppet Friends SILLY SHARING GAME”
Rules

______________________________

It’s a race to the finish with a lesson in sharing! Whoever 
gets to the goal first wins! You might even SHARE the 

victory with another player! In this game you’ll learn that 
things are better when we share!

HOW TO PLAY:

MOVE SPINNER:
Spin the MOVE SPINNER to progress. Whichever number 
the point of the arrow stops at, that is how many spaces 
you move on your turn.

If you land on the same space another player is on, 
you will both share your next turn! For Example: If 
Landon lands on the same space as Milly, they will share 
the number of moves on Milly’s turn, and they will both 
move that many spaces. If you land on a SILLY CARD 
space you will both draw a SILLY CARD. If you both land 
on a SHARE BRIDGE space, you can both cross the 
SHARE BRIDGE. Your next turns will then be separate 
until you land on the same space as another player (or the 
same player they’ve shared with before) again.



SILLY CARDS:
SILLY is here to mix things up! If you land on a space with 
SILLY’S FACE on it, you draw a SILLY CARD! Each SILLY 
CARD will have a random event written on it to mix the 
game up! Afterwards, just put the silly card at the bottom 
of the stack. Remember to shuffle them at the start of 
the game!

SHARE SPINNER:
Sometimes you may get a SILLY CARD that says you 
have to share with another player. You will then spin the 
SHARE SPINNER to see who you are going to share with. 
If the SILLY CARD says to advance using the MOVE 
SPINNER and SHARE your number of moves with 
another player, you will spin the share spinner and the 
move spinner to see who you’re going to share with, and 
how many spaces you two will move. No matter where you 
are on the board you both will then move that many 
spaces. 

If the SILLY CARD says for you to share your space with 
another player, you will spin the SHARE SPINNER and 
whoever the point of the arrow lands on will then move to 
your space, no matter where on the board the players are 
at.

SHARE BRIDGES: SHARE BRIDGES are shortcuts! If 
you land on a SHARE BRIDGE SPACE, these can help 



you advance quickly! HOWEVER, you can only cross a 
share bridge if you have someone to share it with. You 
can share the bridge with another player that is either one 
space behind you or one space ahead of you. Once you 
and another player cross you will both stop at the first 
space across the bridge (If there are two players both one 
space ahead or behind you, use the SHARE SPINNER to 
determine who you will share the bridge with. If there are 
no players one space ahead or one space behind you, 
simply move on). After crossing the share bridge the 
player can continue his or her turn.

HAVE FUN!
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